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For as long as Kyle Egan can remember, he has wanted only one thing: to run his
own boat charter company. Not that he has much to complain about, as the lead
charter boat captain at the Indigo Royal Resort in St. Thomas USVI. He gets to
spend his days out on the water, never has to wear a tie, and works alongside his
best friend, Drea Miller, who happens to be the only other thing he wants.Drea
Miller has been crushing on her best friend Kyle since the moment she saw him
five years ago. Unfortunately, she is fully aware that he doesn't see her as more
than a friend- oh, and the niece of his bosses. Working for the family-owned resort
with her three annoyingly overprotective uncles has always been what she
wanted, but lately she's started to wonder what else life might hold. If she can't
have the guy she wants, maybe it's time that she makes another dream a
reality.When an encounter with a guest brings out the truth, Kyle and Drea are
left trying to navigate their feelings, but can their new love survive a revelation
they never saw coming?
The steamy first book in The Pleasure Wars series by USA Today Bestselling
Historical Romance Author Jess Michaels Amid all the lies and scandals that fuel
Society’s gossip mill, one truth has stood out: House Rothcastle and House
Windbury have always hated each other. Lady Ava Windbury prays the feud will
someday end, to no avail. One dreadful night, her brother accidentally causes the
death of Christian Rothcastle’s sister, a tragedy that leaves both men maimed.
Consumed by grief, Christian makes a grim decision. He will kidnap Lady Ava so
that her family will feel the pain of loss as keenly as he feels the loss of his own
sister. But once he has Ava in his clutches, desire takes unexpected hold. Even
more surprising, she willingly surrenders to his every sexual whim—after
haggling over the terms of giving up her virginity. Too late, he realizes she is
using her body for peace, not war. But just as their affair of revenge turns into an
affair of the heart, the past rears its ugly head to take matters into its own
hands… Length: Full Length Novel Heat Level: Naughty, naughty CW: Violent
accident (on page), abuse (described) This book is the first book in The Pleasure
Wars series.
Who knew reading sexy alien abduction stories could get a girl into trouble? Or
that an e-reader could also be the gateway to another galaxy? I definitely didn't...
but here I am anyway, mated to the Tsenturion High Commander just like the
unwilling human heroines in my favorite sci-fi romances. The Commander
demands obedience. He intends to claim me, train me, and turn me into his
perfect little pleasure trophy. He doesn't believe in love. I don't believe in giving
in without a fight. There's no amount of discipline or ecstasy that could break me
to his will... I hope. Alien Captive is a hot alien abduction romance, starring one
feisty human and the Tsenturion Warrior strong enough to master her.
Disclaimer: the authors are not responsible for any actual alien abductions that
may result should you purchase this book.
“The blend of romance and cozy mystery will please lovers of all things Scottish.”
—Kirkus ‘Tis the season to be jolly, but in Moosetookalook, Maine, Christmas
cheer is in short supply due to a snowless winter that’s keeping skiers and
shoppers at a distance. Fortunately, Liss MacCrimmon of the Scottish Emporium
has a plan . . . Liss’s brainstorm focuses on Tiny Teddies, the hot new toy of the
season. Every store across the country is out of stock—except a few wee
establishments in good ol’ Moosetookalook. The first sign of something amiss
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occurs when the last Tiny Teddy is summarily executed: shot through the heart in
the display window of greedy toy store owner Gavin Thorne. But the Teddy’s
demise is just a precursor to the eerily similar murder of Gavin himself. Now, with
the Twelve (or, in Scots terms, the Daft) Days of Christmas rapidly approaching,
Liss has a plate full of things worse than haggis to contend with, starting with a
stockroom packed with poultry (don’t ask), and ending with a killer who’d like to
see Liss’s goose well and fully cooked . . . “A picturesque location, a bit of
romance, some suspense, and a cast of appealingly quirky characters.” —Booklist
“Lively . . . A healthy helping of foul play.” —Publishers Weekly “Perfect for the
holiday season.” —Romantic Times
The Billionaire's Kiss
Beyond the Darkness
The Billionaire's Proposal - Part 2
Good To Be Bad
For Teenagers and Adults

“When you think that life cannot get better, Blake Pierce
comes up with another masterpiece of thriller and mystery!
This book is full of twists, and the end brings a surprising
revelation. Strongly recommended for the permanent library
of any reader who enjoys a very well-written thriller.”
--Books and Movie Reviews (re Almost Gone) DEATH IN FLORENCE
is book #2 in a charming new cozy mystery series by USA
Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose #1 bestseller
Once Gone has received 1,500 five-star reviews. The series
(A YEAR IN EUROPE) begins with book #1 (A MURDER IN PARIS).
Diana Hope, 55, is still adjusting to her recent separation
when she discovers her ex-husband has just proposed to a
woman 30 years younger. Secretly hoping they would reunite,
Diana is devastated. She realizes the time has come to
reimagine life without him—in fact, to reimagine her life,
period. Devoting the last 30 years of her life to being a
dutiful wife and mother and to climbing the corporate
ladder, Diana has been relentlessly driven, and has not
taken a moment to do anything for herself. Now, the time has
come. Diana never forgot her first boyfriend, who begged her
to join him for a year in Europe after college. She had
wanted to go so badly, but it had seemed like a wild,
romantic idea, and a gap year, she’d thought, would hinder
her resume and career. But now, with her daughters grown,
her husband gone, and her career no longer fulfilling, Diana
realizes it’s time for herself—and to take that romantic
year in Europe she’d always dreamed of. Diana prepares to
embark on the year of her life, finally turning to her
bucket list, hoping to tour the most beautiful sights and
sample the most scrumptious cuisines—and maybe, even, to
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fall in love again. But a year in Europe may have different
plans in store for her. Can A-type Diana learn to go with
the flow, to be spontaneous, to let down her guard and to
learn to truly enjoy life again? In DEATH IN FLORENCE (Book
#2), Diana arrives in Florence, ready to shake off the
events of Paris and fulfill her lifelong dream of being
proposed to on the romantic Ponte Vecchio bridge. But Diana
can never possibly anticipate what she is about to find on
that bridge, and how it may just turn her romantic dream
into a ridiculous nightmare! A YEAR IN EUROPE is a charming
and laugh-out-loud cozy mystery series, packed with food and
travel, with mysteries that will leave you on the edge of
your seat, and with experiences that will leave you with a
sense of wonder. As Diana embarks on her quixotic quest for
love and meaning, you will find yourself falling in love and
rooting for her. You will be in shock at the twists and
turns her journey takes as she somehow finds herself at the
center of a mystery, and must play amateur sleuth to solve
it. Fans of books like Eat, Pray, Love and Under the Tuscan
Sun have finally found the cozy mystery series they’ve been
hoping for! Book #3 (VENGEANCE IN VIENNA) in the series is
now also available!
His offer: 365 days and nights = $1 million My addendum: I’m
not doing that His promise: Before the year is up, you’ll
beg for it My days of lying and stealing are over, but then
Nicholas Crawford makes me an offer I can’t refuse. Spend a
year pretending to be his significant other in exchange for
$1 million dollars. I tried to put that part of my life, and
those hard-won skills, behind me. But I need the money. He
needs a partner. I told him that I’d never sleep with him.
He promised me that I would end up begging for it. Now, I
want him more than ever. Especially when I run my fingers
over his chiseled body and he teases me with his tongue.
Especially when he puts his hands on the small of my back
and kisses me. I want him so much I am going to scream. I
want him so much…I might even beg.
_____________________________________________ What readers
are saying about Charlotte Byrd: "Extremely captivating,
sexy, steamy, intriguing, and intense!” ★★★★★ "Addictive and
impossible to put down.” ★★★★★ “I can’t get enough of the
turmoil, lust, love, drama and secrets!” ★★★★★ “Fast-paced
romantic suspense filled twists and turns, danger, betrayal
and so much more.” ★★★★★ “Decadent, delicious, & dangerously
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addictive!” ★★★★★
_____________________________________________ *Beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler
alerts.*
Dragon-shifter leader of Clan StoneRiver, David Lee, has
vowed to never take a mate. The previous five clan leaders
all lost their mates to tragedy, and he is determined to
prevent any other female from sharing the same fate. Even
when he discovers his true mate is human, David tries his
best to keep his distance to protect her. But when he’s
forced to be near Tiffany for a week, during an event to
help orphaned dragon-shifter children, the human becomes
harder to resist. It’s going to take everything he has to
keep her safe. Tiffany Ford is thrilled to be selected to
help with the orphaned dragon children. Even if the
StoneRiver clan leader is distant and borderline rude to her
at first, she soon makes friends and enjoys herself. When
David sets her a surprising challenge to test her
observation skills, she’s intrigued. And never one to back
down, she accepts, curious to discover more about the
leader. As the days go by, Tiffany starts to realize there
is more to David than his aloofness, making her wonder if
there could be something between them. The only problem is
that they both have doubts about each other. Will they be
able to move past them before it’s too late? Or will a
sudden enemy take away their chance at a happy future
forever?
Take New York by storm and steer clear of serious
relationships. That's the plan. That's the goal. It's easy
too, now that my software company is making headlines.
Nothing is getting in the way of that--not even my sexy
personal trainer. I don't care how beautiful and intriguing
she is. Mel Dawson keeps talking me into doing things, like
watching the sunset and slowing down to enjoy life. When she
trains me, and I watch her body, I'm constantly fantasizing
about exploring every inch of it all night long, claiming
her mouth every time she gives me a sassy reply. I don't
even know who I am when I'm with her. I'm suddenly a
completely different man. But, I like this version of myself
better. Mel's smart, determined, and keeps me guessing.
She's everything I need and want, but I've been burned
before. I'm used to taking chances in the boardroom, just
not in my personal life. How much am I willing to risk for a
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chance to make her mine?
Hostage
Kiss Me
Crimson Crown
Alien Captive: A Sci Fi Warrior Romance
The Lies She Told
Interior decorator Zoe Ryan’s life resembles a bad country song. Her boyfriend
dumped her, her car died, and she was recently handed a pink slip. What’s a girl to
do? Leave everything behind for a bit....in Positano, Italy. And when she gets there,
she finds a surprising extra—millionaire restaurateur Dante Sabbatini in the
kitchen. In his underwear. Making coffee. It’s suddenly not only hot outside, but
exactly what is he doing inside, in her temporary kitchen? Dante’s plan was to
escape to his family’s beach house for some quiet and privacy. What he didn’t know
was that his meddling, matchmaking nonna rented the entire house to a sexy
stranger at the exact same time as his stay. It took him months to clear his
schedule—there’s no way he’s leaving now. With both refusing to leave, Zoe and
Dante agree to be temporary roomies, but secretly aim to try to drive the other out.
He plays his music as loud as he wants and will wear as little clothing as possible,
and she’ll just go ahead and adopt that pig she fell in love with in town. But
suddenly their game of one-upmanship takes a very sexy detour, and they can’t
believe what happens next.
A sexy best friend's brother standalone romance from bestselling authors Lauren
Blakely and Lili Valente! I'm the wrong guy for her. She's sunshine and cherry pie.
I'm whiskey and fast cars. I'm also keeping one hell of a secret from the woman I've
wanted for years. But when I find a list my sister left behind for Ruby, I've got no
choice but to offer the sexy, big-hearted girl next door both a road trip and a
chance. A chance to discover how big she can dream. And if some of those dreams
play out in the bedroom? Well, there’s nothing wrong with a few -- okay, several -hot nights together as we hit the beach, visit old stomping grounds, and test all
sorts of limits, in and out of the sheets. Seven days, then I'm off, moving across the
country, far away from her. No way can things get complicated in a week. Ruby and
I aren’t the kind of dream that has a shot of coming true. Especially once she learns
what I’ve done. GOOD WITH HIS HANDS is a sexy standalone romance in the Good
Love series!
From the Sunday Times bestseller comes a stunning novel that will warm your heart
‘The feeling you get when you read a Milly Johnson book should be bottled and
made available on the NHS’ Debbie Johnson 'Clear your house and clear your mind.
Don't let life's clutter dictate to you. Throw it away and take back the control!' When
Lou Winter picks up a dog-eared magazine in the dentist's waiting room and spots
an article about clearing clutter, she little realises how it will change her life. What
begins as an earnest spring clean soon spirals out of control. Lou's loved ones grow
disgruntled. Why is clearing out cupboards suddenly more important than making
his breakfast, her husband Phil wonders? The truth is, the more rubbish Lou lets go
of, the more light and air can get to those painful, closed-up places at the centre of
her heart. Even lovely Tom Broom, the man who delivers Lou's skips, starts to grow
concerned about his sweetest customer. But Lou is a woman on a mission, and not
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even she knows where it will end . . . Praise for Milly Johnson: 'Every time you
discover a new Milly book, it’s like finding a pot of gold' heat 'A glorious, heartfelt
novel' Rowan Coleman ‘Absolutely loved it. Milly's writing is like getting a big hug
with just the right amount of bite underneath. I was rooting for Bonnie from the
start' Jane Fallon ‘Bursting with warmth and joie de vivre’ Jill Mansell ‘Warm,
optimistic and romantic’ Katie Fforde
ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOK The Knight in Rusty Armor has been a real success
among its audience, selling more than one million copies worldwide. It is considered
to be a motivational book that falls into the self-help category. It is an easy-to-follow
narrative, making it accessible to everyone, built with some humor, and is enjoyed
by adults, teenagers and children alike. The book tells a story of a somewhat
egocentric man, who lives his life concerned with his appearance. Everything he
does is without consideration for his wellbeing, rather with the aim of seeking
approval of others... Little by little he is locked in his armor, which over time rusts
and leaves him imprisoned by his appearance. Then comes a life of reflection and
recovery for him. He embarks on a journey to free himself from his prison, during
which he enlists the help of a magician. It is an excellent allegory that teaches the
importance of being who you are on the inside, without the need to mask your
appearance.
In the Tycoon's Debt (Mills & Boon Modern)
Dear Lady Truelove
Unleashing Sin
Miss Delectable
Ruined Hopes

“Kelly introduces fierce, lovable heroine Sam Quinn with
this master class in storytelling and survival.”—Publishers
Weekly, starred review on The Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and
Bar "Dynamic supernatural characters fuel a riveting
tale.”—Kirkus Reviews I’m Sam Quinn, the werewolf book nerd
owner of the Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar. Clive, my
vampire gentleman caller, has asked me to marry him. His
nocturne is less than celebratory. Unfortunately, for them
and the sexy vamp doing her best to seduce him, his cold,
dead heart beats only for me. As much as my love life feels
like a minefield, it has to take a backseat to a far more
pressing problem. The time has come. I need to deal with my
aunt, the woman who’s been trying to kill me for as long as
I can remember. She’s learned a new trick. She’s figured out
how to weaponize my friends against me. To have any hope of
surviving, I have to learn to use my necromantic gifts. I
need a teacher. We find one hiding among the fae, which is a
completely different problem. I need to determine what I’m
capable of in a hurry because my aunt doesn’t care how many
are hurt or killed as long as she gets what she wants. Sadly
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for me, what she wants is my name on a headstone. I’m
gathering my friends—werewolves, vampires, wicches, gorgons,
a Fury, a half-demon, an elf, and a couple of dragonshifters—into a kind of Fellowship of the Sam. It’s going to
be one hell of a battle. Hopefully, San Francisco will still
be standing when the dust clears.
Alex 'Sin' Sinclair has spent the past two years being
haunted by the ghost of his missing--presumably
dead--sister. However, chasing monsters has its limits, and
he often finds himself at the bottom of a bottle to cope
with the pain. But when a woman is left for dead on his
doorstep, he has a choice to make. Can he put his sister to
rest and focus on saving someone who's still
living?--------My name is Alex 'Sin' Sinclair, and they
don't call me Sin for nothin'. After losing the person who
meant everything to me, I lived up to the connotation.
Saintly behavior wasn't in my repertoire when I f*cked
countless women. I made my home at the bottom of a bottle,
and my only acquaintance was heroin. I existed in my own
personal hell while I vowed to end the lives responsible for
ending her.Then I found you.Feeble, alone, needy. Everything
I don't want. A distraction from the task I set my sights on
years prior. I tried to resist you, but something about you
calls to me. I'm not good for you, but the truth is, I think
you're exactly what I need. I pushed. You pulled. I tried to
protect you from my darkness. You fought to pull me into a
different light. We became distracted.This is a prequel to
the Revive Series and is a complete standalone.
This iPad interactive book is an indispensable tool for
pilots seeking the Airbus A320 type rating. This study guide
offers an in-depth systems knowledge with pictures, videos
and schematics not found in other publications. It is packed
with detailed and useful information to prepare any
candidate for command and responsibility of the A320
equipped with IAE or CFM engines.
This is book 2. Nick gives Abby a proposal she can't refuse.
Will she fall under his spell? Or will she remain
professional and accept his proposal? rom-com, rom com, love
story, love stories, contemporary crush, love story, romance
love, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary
romance and sex, romance billionaire series, melody anne
billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic
comedy, billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy,
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humor, rich, quick read, serial, series, funny, female
protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set,
romance, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual,
urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, workplace,
office, boss, work
A Wee Christmas Homicide
Can't Fight This Feeling
Swipe Right for a Cowboy
39 ESL Warm-Ups
Sweet Fate
Rather than follow in the footsteps of her family members,
Juliette Belmont has made a career out of being in front of the
cameras. When she finds herself in the middle of a scandal, she
takes a friend’s advice and escapes to a small town in northern
New Hampshire. Once there, she has three items on her agenda:
make some decisions regarding her life, avoid the media, and
don't get involved with one of Avon’s own, no matter how
gorgeous she finds him. When Aaron Wright learns a member of the
Sherbrooke family has rented out a cottage at his family’s
campground, he’s less than pleased. People like Juliette live
and play in a world far removed from his, something he learned
firsthand seven years ago. Despite his attraction to her and his
meddling sister, he keeps his distance. Everything changes when
an ice storm leaves Juliette in the dark, and Aaron opens his
house to her. Or it does until reality comes knocking, and Aaron
must decide if he can live in Juliette’s world. The
Billionaire’s Kiss is the fourteenth book in USA Today best
selling author Christina Tetreault’s The Sherbrookes of Newport
Series. While it can easily be read as a standalone story,
you'll likely enjoy reading the other books, too. Fall in love
with The Sherbrookes of Newport today. The Sherbrookes of
Newport Loving The Billionaire The Teacher's Billionaire The
Billionaire Playboy The Billionaire Princess The Billionaire's
Best Friend Redeeming The Billionaire More Than A Billionaire
Protecting The Billionaire Bidding On The Billionaire Falling
For The Billionaire The Billionaire Next Door The Billionaire's
Homecoming The Billionaire’s Heart Tempting The Billionaire
Dear Lady Truelove, I am a girl of noble family, but I am
painfully shy, especially in my encounters with those of the
opposite sex . . . For Clara Deverill, standing in for the real
Lady Truelove means dispensing advice on problems she herself
has never managed to overcome. There’s nothing for it but to
retreat to a tearoom and hope inspiration strikes between
scones. It doesn’t—until Clara overhears a rake waxing eloquent
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on the art of “honorable” jilting. The cad may look like an
Adonis, but he’s about to find himself on the wrong side of Lady
Truelove. Rex Galbraith is an heir with no plans to produce a
spare. He flirts with the minimum number of eligible young
ladies to humor his matchmaking aunt, but Clara is the first to
ever catch his roving eye. When he realizes that Clara—as Lady
Truelove—has used his advice as newspaper fodder, he’s
infuriated. But when he’s forced into a secret alliance with
her, he realizes he’s got a much bigger problem—because Clara is
upending everything Rex thought he knew about women—and about
himself. . . .
They’re wrong for each other, but nothing has ever felt so right
Uptown girl Emmaline Claiborne needs a man, and not just any
man. She needs the kind of man who can make her lying, cheating,
no-good ex-boyfriend insane with jealousy. The same ex-boyfriend
who is now engaged to her sister, and whose extravagant wedding
she must suffer through in just three weeks’ time. She selects
the perfect candidate through an online dating app, but instead
of the smooth, sophisticated software magnate she expects, a
rugged cowboy shows up instead. He’s the complete opposite of
everything Emma is looking for. In fact, he’s exactly the kind
of man she swore to her Texas ranching family she would never
fall for. Which makes Cort Channing kinda perfect. Only before
the weekend is over, Emma finds herself wishing she could keep
her fake boyfriend, spurs, chaps, and all. Can this committed
city girl take the biggest chance of her life, and swipe right
for a cowboy?
Sarah Jardin has been quite dreadfully in love with David
Rochester her whole life. As the youngest of five daughters, her
family and society neglect her. She’s outspoken, brash, and
terribly ungraceful. In short, not at all a lady...until she’s
taken under the benevolent wing of Lady Lancaster and invited to
join the Young Ladies Garden Society. But Sarah’s new
life—filled with the mysteries and intrigues of high society—is
interrupted by an unexpected scandal. Her scandal. In a moment
of kindness, David comforts her...and they are discovered and
forced to marry. Even as the newlyweds must come to terms with
their new arrangement, they find themselves drawn into the
investigation of a dangerous conspiracy. With life and love on
the line, their unexpected marriage will either end in
rapture...or ruin. Each book in the Lady Lancaster Garden
Society series is STANDALONE: * Taming Her Forbidden Earl *
Romancing His English Rose * Tempting Her Reluctant Viscount *
Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom * A Rogue For Emily
Good With His Hands
Italian Boss, Proud Miss Prim (Mills & Boon Modern)
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A Spring Affair
The Shape-Shifter's Guide to Time Travel
Summary Of "The Knight In Rusty Armor - By Robert Fisher"
The Crimson Court is at a turning point. Abigail Byler's life is about to change profoundly... or end
for good. It remains to be seen what will become of the vampire queen, Imogen. And Abbi's eternal
love, Reece, faces the possibility of taking on a job he was never meant to have while living without
the only girl he's ever loved. In this fourth and final installment of the Crimson Accord series, the
fates of both the vampire and human races are at stake, and it all depends on who will wear the
Crimson Crown. Don't miss the exciting conclusion of Abbi's story! Download your copy now and
dive into the Crimson world once again. THE CRIMSON ACCORD SERIES: Crimson Born
Crimson Storm Crimson Bond Crimson Crown
The fifth book in the Wall Street Journal bestselling Carly Moore series.
Dylan Locke knows that pining over the young ingenue Audrey Lind is pointless. He can’t offer
her what she wants. He definitely can’t give her what she needs. Thank goodness she’s half a
world away, and he doesn’t have to deal with his attraction head on. But fate has other plans for
him, and when Audrey once again lands in his path, it’s only too easy to fall back into their easy
rhythm. And then their easy banter. And of course, each other’s arms. He tells himself nothing has
changed. She still wants forever, and he still thinks tomorrow is long enough. But watching her
search isn’t as easy as he thought it would be, and now Dylan must figure out if he’s really the
love Scrooge he professes to be or if he’s been Fate’s willing victim all along.
Prim and proper – until she’s seduced by her gorgeous Italian boss!
How Not to Mess with a Millionaire
Tragic Lies
The Trouble with True Love
A Deal with the Devil
When You're Mine
Where is Kiro? He's the lost Dragusha brother, heir to a vast mafia empire-brilliant, violent, and
utterly savage...and he's been missing for years. Ann I'm supposed to be doing simple
undercover research at the Fancher Institute for the Mentally Ill & Dangerous, but I can't keep
my mind off Patient 34. He's startlingly young and gorgeous, but it's not just that. He's strapped
way too tightly to that bed. And there's no name or criminal history on his chart. What are these
people hiding? My reporter's instincts are screaming. Here's the other thing: the staffers here
believe he's so sedated that there's not a thought in his head, but I catch him watching me when
nobody's looking. Our connection sizzles when I enter the room. When our eyes meet, I know
he understands me in a way nobody else ever has. I'm supposed to follow my editor's orders-I
have secrets, too-but everything about Patient 34 is suspicious. How can I not investigate?
Runaway bride – back in his bed!
It was only supposed to be one time. But that red-hot one night stand from the party? The sexy
man in the suit who gave me more Os in a few hours than I've had in a year? Turns out my
charming British stranger is keeping a little secret. He's as much of a whiz in the kitchen as he is
in the bedroom and soon we'll be going head-to-head in NYC's biggest bake off. My one-time
lover is now my enemy. I vow to loathe him for all eternity, though that would be easier if I
wasn't dying to get naked with him again. But the more I learn more about my rival, the more I
suspect he just might be everything I've wanted... If only I knew how to let him in... GOOD TO
BE BAD is a sexy standalone romance in the Good Love series!
The definitive guide to clairs, with extensive information on ingredients and equipment required
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to an array of dazzling finishing touches. Looking through the patisserie window, the clair can
make anyone swoon it is quite simply perfect! With Secrets of Eclairs you can bring this legend
of the pastry world home. Discover how simple this cult pastry is to make. This is the complete
guide to choux pastry and everything you need to know for a well-risen puff, a guide to fillings,
the secret to making the glossiest icing. Learn the ropes with the classics coffee and chocolate
clairs then throw yourself into clairs with more unusual fillings like lime, chestnut or passionfruit,
and icings to die for, including salted-butter caramel and mille-feuille style stripes... After
studying law and journalism, Marianne Magnier-Moreno completed a professional certificate in
cookery. She then worked in restaurants in Paris and New York before devoting herself to
cookbook writing. Also available: Secrets of Macarons
A Short History of Celebrity
Taken by the Duke
Tell Me to Go
The Dragon's Weakness
The Wicche Glass Tavern
I never knew when he¿d come to me. Only that he would.
Miss Ann Pearson has spent years learning the difficult art of the professional cook,
and jealously guarding her position in the kitchen of the fancy Coventry Club. When
Colonel Sir Orion Goddard asks her to take on a young apprentice, Ann would rather
refuse. But Orion is respectful, gruffly charming, and looking out for a girl whom
others have neglected, and that is a combination Ann cannot resist. Lingering
scandal has taught Orion to make his way along the fringes of polite society without
allies or entanglements. Then he meets Ann, who is fierce, passionate, and warmhearted, and also worth fighting for. If Orion and Ann are to forge a new love, they
must first learn to trust each other, and find the courage to overcome old enemies
who will do anything to keep the cook and colonel apart.
When 18-year-old Rose arrives in Temnota from the US as an exchange student, she
finds the country even more oppressive than she thought. The Secret Service has
just imprisoned Libera, a young rebel leader. A shape-shifter, she can escape by
taking any form, so they’ve locked her away in a cell impenetrable to her kind, and
are about to execute her. Rose teams up with her classmate, Gavrilo, the prince of all
shape-shifters, to find a way to unlock Libera’s cell to save her. According to a
legend, such a way existed a long time ago. Rose takes Gavrilo back to the past to
find it. A Secret Service Major, an evil genius of shifters, stands in their way. Rose
and Gavrilo fall for each other, but she has a disease that prevents them from
touching. Will they beat the death clock and save the country and their love?
Dirt, blood and iron: an unputdownable medieval epic for fans for M.K. Hume and
Matt Harffy. France, 1351-2: Kemp and his men are captured in a skirmish near
Calais, and subsequently imprisoned in a French castle. All attempts at escape are
punished with death. Then Sir Hugues de Beauconray comes to Kemp with an offer:
escort a Dominican friar on a quest to steal a mysterious book from an abbey in
Scotland. Fail, and ten of Kemp’s friends will be hanged. In the hotly-disputed border
country, Kemp will need all his skills as a swordsman and archer if he is to return to
France and rescue his comrades. But more importantly, survive... A masterful
historical thriller, full of nail-biting action and detailed historical research, perfect for
fans of David Gilman, Bernard Cornwell and Giles Kristian.
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From USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author L
A Cotton, comes an emotional enemies-to-lovers romance.
Angst... drama... friendship... and football. Will you
survive senior year? Ashleigh Chase has always had big
dreams. But when she wakes up in hospital with no memory of
how she got there, her bright future dissolves around her.
Ezra Bennet has always felt like the odd one out. But this
time, he really screwed up and he has no choice but to face
the consequences. Forced to retake their senior year,
Ashleigh turns to Ezra only to find him cold and cruel and
determined to keep her at arm's length. He's the guy she
always wanted. She's the girl who was never good enough for
him. But now there's a secret between them, one that she's
determined to uncover. She thinks she can save him. But she
doesn't realize yet... He's the one who ruined her.
Get new lesson plans ready to go in minutes and make your
English classes even more awesome with 39 ESL Warm-Ups. Many
of our students will not have spoken English or even given
the class a single thought since our last lesson. Begin the
lesson with a warm-up activity that eases students back into
English, orients them to the upcoming lesson and focuses
their attention on the work ahead. Effective ESL warmers are
a valuable teaching tool, but finding good ones takes time,
a scarce resource for most teachers. That's what makes this
ESL Warm-Up book so valuable. It helps you get the class
back into the English mindset while reducing prep time, so
you can focus on other important teaching tasks. Or, just
have more free time for other things! If you want to get
your ESL or EFL classes off on the right foot, buy 39 ESL
Warm-Ups now!
From bestselling author L A Cotton, comes a forbidden agegap romance. Angst... drama... friendship... and football.
Will you survive senior year? Peyton Myers has always been
the life of the party. But behind her smile and sass is a
girl lost and alone, searching for her place in the world.
Xander Chase has always been on the outside looking in. But
behind his cool indifference and hard exterior is a guy
afraid to open his heart to anyone. When he saves Peyton
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from a tragic accident, their lives are entwined forever.
But Xander's not the hero of her story... no matter how much
she wants him to be. She’s a girl with her whole life ahead
of her. He’s a guy who is drifting through life. And
although these two lost souls might be able to heal each
other, there's one glaring problem. She's still in high
school... And completely forbidden.
A new shifter romance series from New York Times & USA Today
Bestselling author Cristina Rayne *Previously published as
Transformation, Revelation, Ramification, and Infiltration.
Book One: Tempted by the Jaguar Kylie Moore has a secret,
one she and her adoptive father have carefully guarded for
over a decade since the night her parents disappeared.
However, when she is randomly attacked one night in her
apartment complex's parking lot, that one violent act sets
in motion events that reveal not only her long-dormant
shifter heritage in the worst possible way, but could also
railroad her efforts of finding out what really happened to
her parents. Suddenly finding herself the center of
attention among Riverford's shifter clans, Kylie's only hope
of navigating such a dangerous minefield of politics and
perpetual battles over territory is Hunter, a too-sexy-forher-peace-of-mind jaguar shifter that might be her key to
gaining insider access to the hidden and secretive shifter
society. Now Kylie must decide whether to integrate more
deeply into Hunter's jaguar clan in order to take advantage
of this rare opportunity or to run while her secret still
remains uncovered. To stay would mean deliberately putting
herself in more danger than Kylie may be prepared to handle,
especially when Hunter, the person she must rely on, may be
hiding something as well. Book Two: Accepting the Jaguar
Kylie knew from the beginning that getting romantically
involved with Hunter was an extremely bad idea, and now
because of the Pandora’s Box she inadvertently blew wide
open in order to protect him, more than just Hunter may now
determine the consequences she and those she loves will
ultimately end up paying. Contains strong adult content and
language. Search Terms: Multicultural romance, New Adult,
jaguar shifter romance, Werejaguar, fantasy romance,
Paranormal Romance Boxed Sets, Paranormal Romance,
Werewolves & Shifters, werelion, Paranormal romance
collections, paranormal shifter romance, cat shifter
romance, urban fantasy romance, paranormal romantic
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suspense, shifter romance
Secrets of Eclairs
Enticing Her Unexpected Bridegroom
A Young Adult Dystopian Vampire Paranormal Romance
Now that she has her freedom, she’s not giving it up. Dragon shifter Keelin Petronilla
spent centuries in forced hibernation dreaming of one thing: freedom. Now she’s living
life on her terms—she’s ditched her clan for an unruly wolf pack, she tends bar for a
half-demon, and she’s loving it…until a powerful supernatural being targets her. She
intends to handle the mysterious attacks on her own…without the help of dragon Alpha
Bran Devlin. Sure, he’s sexy in that hot, scowling possessive way, but Keelin wants to
live her own life in her own way. Now that he’s found his mate, he’s not letting her go.
Former black ops agent Bran Devlin is a born dragon Alpha and leader of a fierce clan.
Getting mated was never part of his plan—until a feisty dragon princess gets under his
skin in a big way. The hell of it is, she doesn’t want a mate; she just wants to have a
good time. He plays along, but when a dark and powerful being marks her for death,
he’s determined to stay by her side in spite of her protests. Now that he’s found his
mate, he means to keep her safe no matter what the cost…even if he has to risk it all.
Length: Full novel Author note: Can be read as a stand-alone novel. Books in Darkness
series: Darkness Awakened, #1 Taste of Darkness, #2 Beyond the Darkness, #3 Hunted
by Darkness, #4
A loner cowboy finds the one woman who can capture his heart.
A man can only have one great love, and mine was the sea. Until I pulled a halfdrowned heiress out of the water. Until I kept her as mine. Until I hurt her to prove I
didn’t love her. Now we’re surrounded. Dangerous pirates want to use her for their own
purposes. I won’t give her up that easy. I have a lifetime of treasure to protect. But with
the ship going down, there’s only one thing I want to save. Her. A Deal with the Devil is
book two in the Devil trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde. The Devil
and the Deep Blue Sea must be read first.
A history of celebrity from Byron to Beckham Love it or hate it, celebrity is one of the
dominant features of modern life—and one of the least understood. Fred Inglis sets out
to correct this problem in this entertaining and enlightening social history of modern
celebrity, from eighteenth-century London to today's Hollywood. Vividly written and
brimming with fascinating stories of figures whose lives mark important moments in
the history of celebrity, this book explains how fame has changed over the past twoand-a-half centuries. Starting with the first modern celebrities in mid-eighteenthcentury London, including Samuel Johnson and the Prince Regent, the book traces the
changing nature of celebrity and celebrities through the age of the Romantic hero, the
European fin de siècle, and the Gilded Age in New York and Chicago. In the twentieth
century, the book covers the Jazz Age, the rise of political celebrities such as
Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin, and the democratization of celebrity in the postwar
decades, as actors, rock stars, and sports heroes became the leading celebrities.
Arguing that celebrity is a mirror reflecting some of the worst as well as some of the
best aspects of modern history itself, Inglis considers how the lives of the rich and
famous provide not only entertainment but also social cohesion and, like morality
plays, examples of what—and what not—to do. This book will interest anyone who is
curious about the history that lies behind one of the great preoccupations of our lives.
Some images inside the book are unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions.
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